
How low can you go?

 Simulating achievable contrasts of an occulting, 
direct imaging satellite with EXOSIMS



Debris Disks & Exozodiacal dust

Zodiacal light:

Fine dust from planetesimal collisions in the inner solar 
system, illuminated by scattering sunlight. Visible by 
eye along the ecliptic!

Exozodiacal dust:

- Innermost, hottest component of a debris 
disk

- Close to star, often in Habitable Zone 
(HZ)

- Therefore important source of noise for 
exoplanet direct imaging

- 1–100 micrometre-sized grains
- carbon/silicate

- Like any structure of a debris disk, can 
disturb and be disturbed by exoplanets

- Analogous to the Zodiacal Lights

Epsilon Eridani sub-mm (Jane 
Greaves / CC BY-SA)

Epsilon Eridani Schematic (NASA)



What is mDOT?

Small-scale starshade 
mission (an operational 
proof of concept)

Low Earth Orbit

Observes circumstellar 
dust:

- Constaining size and 
composition

- Determining ratio of 
scattered light to IR 
excess

- Measure presence of 
dust around nearby 
stars

(Image credit: Space 
Rendezvous Laboratory)



What is EXOSIMS?
An open source end-to-end simulation 
of space-based exoplanet imaging 
missions

You tell it: telescope and satellite specs, 
a target list, your mission timeline, what 
you expect the Universe’s exoplanet 
population, etc

It tells you: how many exoplanets you 
can expect to find (and lots of other 
information)



What were my goals?

- Generalize EXOSIMS’ functionality 
(previous calculations were v-band, 
exoplanet specific)

- Using EXOSIMS:
- Calculate integration times for mDOT 

targets in B-band
- Translate integration times into 

exozodiacal light levels
- Provide expectations for achievable 

exozodi observations



Calculating integration times
What this enables us to do is more accurately calculate the photon counts (which 
are functions of flux and magnitude) for a given star within the B-band (400nm - 
500nm), which is what mDOT will observe in. These photon counts can then be 
converted into an integration time by assuming some minimum SNR. We let this 
SNR = 5 for our results.



Results

- mDOT’s maximum integration time is 50 minutes, due to orbital and 
mission constraints

- We’d like to know the dimmest exozodi mDOT could observe 
within 50 minutes around a given star

EXOSIMS has two methods: calc_intTime and calc_dMag_per_intTime, that I used to 
answer these questions. calc_intTime takes a difference in magnitude and gives an 
integration time required to achieve that difference in magnitude. calc_dMag_per_intTime 
takes an integration time and gives the dMag achievable within that time.



Converting dMags @ 50 min into Exozodi levels

Solar zodi magnitude:
~22 mag/arcsec^2



So mDOT should be able to 
easily achieve its stated 
goal of observing zodis of 
18-23 mag/arcsec^2


